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Givens Rotator: G = G(�) =  cos(�) sin(�)� sin(�) cos(�) ! (1)In the two-dimensional plane, application of G to a vector x amountsto a clockwise rotation of x by an angle of �.Jacobi Reector: J = J(�) =  cos(�) sin(�)sin(�) � cos(�) ! (2)In the two-dimensional plane, application of J to a vector x amountsto reecting x with respect to the line spanned by the vector(cos(�=2); sin(�=2))T:Householder Reector:H = H(v) = I � �vvT; �vTv� = 2�: (3)This representation of Householder matrices is used in the LINPACK [4]and LAPACK [1] libraries. The condition on v and � in (3) covers allchoices for v and � that result in an orthogonal matrixH. In particular,it includes the degenerate case � = 0 where H is the identity matrix I.Note that the application of H to a vector x amounts to a reection ofx with respect to the hyperplane R(v)?, the orthogonal complementof the range R(v).Each of the three well-known elementary transformations, when appliedto a matrix, implies a low-rank (rank 1 or 2) update of the matrix.Givens rotators form a group under matrix multiplication with the iden-tity matrix as the unit element of the group; in particular, the product of anytwo Givens rotators is again a Givens rotator. Note that unless � = 0 mod 2�,G(�) has no eigenvalue at 1. That is, except for the identity, a Givens reec-tor rotates every nonzero vector in the entire two-dimensional space.In contrast, Jacobi reectors are not closed under matrix multiplication.As a matter of fact, the product of any two reectors is a rotator. A Jacobi2
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x−x YYFigure 1: Reectorsreector can be represented as a rank-1 modi�cation to the identity matrix,namely,J(�) = I � (I � J) = I � 2yyT; where y =  sin(�=2)� cos(�=2) ! : (4)Unlike Givens rotation, a Jacobi reector dividesR2 into two complementarysubspaces, acting as the identity on one of them and reecting on the other:Jx = ( x x 2 R(y)?;�x x 2 R(y):For an arbitrary vector x 2 R2, J(�)x is therefore a reection of x withrespect to the line R(y)? = R([cos(�=2); sin(�=2)]T). We may also say Jxis the reection of x along R(y), or simply along y. For the special Jacobireector J(0), J(0) = J(2�) = I � 2e2eT2 . This is illustrated in Figure 1.A Givens rotator G(�) can always be represented as a product of twoJacobi reectors,G(�) = J(�)J(�); with � � � = � mod 2�:In particular, G(�) = J(0)J(�). That is, G(�) can be decomposed as a reec-tion with respect to (cos(�=2); sin(�=2))T followed by another reection with3



respect to (1; 0)T. Thus G(�) can be represented as a rank-2 modi�cation tothe identity matrix, G(�) = I � Y SY T; (5)with, for instance,Y =  0 sin(�=2)1 � cos(�=2) ! ; and S =  2 4 cos(�=2)2 ! :Householder reectors are a direct generalization of Jacobi reectors. Foreach vector x, H(v)x is the reection of x with respect to the hyperplaneR(v)?. The concept of reectors was further developed by Schreiber andParlett [8] to block reectorsQ = I � 2Y Y T; Y TY = I; Y 2 Rm�k : (6)Note that the reectors we have mentioned so far are all symmetric.The representations (3), (4), and (6) for reectors and (5) for rotators areall special cases of the representationQ = I � Y SY T; Y 2 Rm�k ; S 2 Rk�k (7)for an m�m orthogonal matrix. With a triangular matrix S, this representa-tion was �rst introduced as the compact WY representation by Schreiber andVan Loan [9], as a way of expressing the product of k Householder matricesin a computationally more advantageous form.If S is nonsingular and Y is of rank k, then Q acts on the space R(Y )?as the identity and changes every nonzero vector in R(Y ), which we call theactive space of Q. From the preceding discussion we see that Jacobi andHouseholder reectors have one-dimensional active subspaces, whereas, ex-cept for the identity, Givens rotations have two-dimensional active subspaces.We show in this paper that the representation (7), which we call the basis-kernel representation, is a universal representation for any orthogonal matrix.This is proved in the next section, and there we also introduce the so-calledorthogonality conditions on Y and S, which must be satis�ed for the matrixQ of (7) to be orthogonal. We prove further that any orthogonal matrix canbe expressed in basis-kernel form with a triangular kernel, and we show howthe familiar representation of orthogonal matrices as products of Householdermatrices can be readily deduced from this representation. This theory is4



also used to show that, for an orthogonal matrix Q mapping a matrix A intoa matrix B, there is a \minimal" representation of Q in that its associatedbasis Y has a minimal number of columns. In Section 3 we describe in detailhow the basis Y and the kernel S characterize Q. We also derive a canonicalform that makes explicit how Q partitions Rn into a couple of subspacesin which it acts as the identity, a reector or a rotator. In Section 4 wederive a generalized form, applicable to arbitrary orthogonal matrices, of theCayley representation [5]. The generalized Cayley form shows that, in aspeci�ed active space of dimension k, there are k(k�1)=2 degrees of freedomin choosing a nonsymmetricmatrix while there is one and only one symmetricmatrix. Finally, we comment on our results and outline directions of futureresearch.2 The Basis-Kernel Representation of Orthogonal MatricesTheorem 1 For any m�m orthogonal matrix Q there exist a full-rank m�kmatrix Y and a nonsingular k � k matrix S, k � m, such thatQ := Q(Y; S) = I � Y SY T: (8)Proof. If I�Q is nonsingular, we may choose Y = I and S = I�Q.Otherwise, let X and Y be orthonormal bases of N (I�Q) and R(I�Q), thenull space and range of I�Q, respectively. Then,Q = (X;Y ) I 00 I � S ! XTY T ! ;for some orthogonal matrix I�S that has no eigenvalue at 1. Therefore, Sis nonsingular and Q = I � Y SY T.As already mentioned in the preceding section, we call R(Y ) of (8) theactive subspace of Q (which is uniquely de�ned by Q as to be seen later) anddenote it with A(Q). We de�ne the degree of Q as the dimension of A(Q).We call S the kernel of Q, Y the basis, and (8) the basis-kernel representationof Q. So, for example, a Householder matrix (3) is an orthogonal matrix ofdegree 1.LetXy and Xs be two j-by-k matrices, j � k, such thatXTy Xs = I. Then,Y SY T = (Y XTy )(XsSXTs )(XyY T). Hence, a particular orthogonal matrix Qhas many basis-kernel representations of the form of (8), and Y and S neednot necessarily be of full rank. 5



2.1 The Orthogonality ConditionsLike the condition on v and � in (3) for a Householder reector, there isa condition on Y and S that guarantees the orthogonality of Q(Y; S).Lemma 2 1. The orthogonality conditionSY TY ST = S + ST (9)or STY TY S = S + ST (10)is a su�cient condition for the orthogonality of Q(Y; S).2. The condition (9) and the condition (10) are equivalent.3. When S is nonsingular, the orthogonality conditions can be expressedin the uni�ed form Y TY = S�1 + S�T : (11)Proof. Part 1 and 3. If we write Q = I � Y SY T , then the condition (9)impliesQQT = I and the condition (10) impliesQTQ = I. The expression of(11) follows immediately from the conditions in Part 1 when S is nonsingular.Part 2. Now assume S is of rank r < k. Let S = U  � 0 !V T be asingular value decomposition of S with � 2 Rr�r nonsingular. Then,UTSU =  � 0 ! V T1V T2 ! (U1 U2) =  ~S11 ~S120 0 ! ;where ~S11 = �V T1 U1 is a square matrix, and ~S12 = �V T1 U2. The orthogonalitycondition (9) can then be expressed as ~S11 ~S120 0 ! (Y U)T(Y U) ~ST11 0~ST12 0 ! =  ~S11 ~S120 0 !+  ~ST11 0~ST12 0 ! : (12)The last equation implies that ~S12 = 0 and that ~S11 must be nonsingular.Thus, S = U1 ~S11UT1 . Multiplying (12) by ~S�111 and ~S�T11 from the left andright, respectively, we obtain(Y U1)T(Y U1) = ~S�111 + ~S�T11 :6



Therefore, ~ST11(Y U1)T(Y U1) ~S11 = ~S11 + ~ST11;and hence the condition (10). In the same fashion, (10) implies ~S12 = 0.Given Y , we now show some examples of choices for S such that theorthogonality condition is satis�ed.Example 3 Q(Y; S) is orthogonal ifS = 2(Y TY )y;where By denotes a pseudo-inverse of the matrix B [12].Such a singular and symmetric kernel was �rst introduced in [8].Example 4 Q(Y; S) is orthogonal if Y has no zero column andS = [tril(Y TY ) + diag(Y TY )=2]�1;or S = [triu(Y TY ) + diag(Y TY )=2]�1;where tril(A) (triu(A)) is the strictly lower (upper) triangular part of matrixA, and diag(A) is the diagonal of matrix A.Note that the triangularity of S and the orthogonality condition (11) togetherimply that S is unique. One can see that, given Y , the triangular kernel iseasy to compute. As a matter of fact, it is the procedure for computing thecompact WY representation proposed in [13,7].2.2 Regularity AssumptionThe discussion following Theorem 1 and the examples above have shownthat Y and S need not necessarily be of full rank. On the other hand, we knowfrom Theorem 1 that for an orthogonal matrix, there is always a basis-kernelrepresentation with full rank Y and nonsingular S. Such a representation wecall a regular basis-kernel representation. Under the regularity assumption,the active space of Q is R(Y ). A nonregular basis-kernel transformation caneasily be transformed into a regular one, as follows.7



Suppose Y is rank de�cient. Let Y P = ~Y R, with R =  R11 R120 0 !,be a rank-revealing QR decomposition of Y (see, for example, [2,3]), that is,R11 is nonsingular and rank(R11) = rank(Y ). Then, Q(Y; S) = Q( ~Y ; ~S) with~S = RPTSPRT. Thus, we can assume without loss of generality that Y isof full rank.Now suppose S is singular. We know from the proof of Lemma 2 thatS = U �SUT for some U and �S of full rank. Thus, Q(Y; S) = Q( �Y ; �S) with�Y = Y U . We therefore assume in the rest of the paper that a basis-kernelrepresentation of an orthogonal matrix is regular unless explicitly stated oth-erwise.2.3 Triangular KernelsFor a given Y , the triangular kernel of Example 4 presents another wayfor computing the compact WY form of a product of Householder reectors.In fact, any orthogonal matrix can be expressed in basis-kernel form with anupper or lower triangular kernel.Theorem 5 Any orthogonal matrix Q can be expressed as Q = I � Y SY Twith a triangular kernel S.Proof. Let Q = Q(Y; S) be an orthogonal matrix of degree k. It is su�cientto prove the claim that there is a (unit) lower matrix L such that S = LTRLfor some upper triangular matrix R, since Q(Y LT; R) will be a basis-kernelrepresentation of Q with triangular kernel. The claim holds for orthogonalmatrices of degree k = 1. Let Q(Y; S) be an orthogonal matrix of degree k >1. Suppose the claim holds for all matrices of degree less than k. PartitionS�1, T = S�1 =  � aTb ~T 1 ! :The orthogonality condition (11) implies 2� = eT1 (Y TY )e1 6= 0. Thus,L1TLT1 =  � (a� b)T0 T 1 ! ; (13)with L1 =  1 0�b=� I ! ; and T 1 = ~T 1 � baT=�:8



Substituting (13) into (11) results inL1(Y TY )LT1 =  � (a� b)T0 T 1 !+  � 0(a� b) TT1 ! : (14)Now let Y 1 = Y  �bT=�I ! ; and S 1 = T�11 :We know from (14) that I�Y 1S 1Y 1 is an orthogonal matrix of degree k�1.With the induction hypothesis, there is a unit lower triangular matrix L 1and an upper triangular matrix R 1 such that S 1 = LT1R 1L 1. WithL =  1 L 1 !L1; and R =  ��1 (b� a)TL 1R�11R�11 ! ;we then have S = LTRL.Similarly, we can �nd nonsingular upper triangular matrices R and lowertriangular matrices L such that S = RTLR , S = LTRTL, or S = RTLTR.The last two decompositions follow from the fact that ST is the kernel ofQT.Example 4 shows that, for a �xed Y , the upper (lower) triangular kernelis unique. An orthogonal matrix, however, has more than one representationwith an upper (lower) triangular kernel. Let Q(Y; S) be a representationwith upper triangular kernel S. There is an orthogonal matrix U such thatUTSU is also upper triangular [6, p. 385], and henceQ(Y U;UTSU) is anotherrepresentation of Q with triangular kernel.From the compact WY representation we know that the product of kHouseholder matrices can be expressed in basis-kernel form. The converseholds true as well.Corollary 6 Any orthogonal matrix of degree k can be expressed as a productof exactly k nontrivial Householder reectors.Proof. We prove the corollary by induction on the degree k of the orthogonalmatrices. The corollary holds for the case of k = 1 since an orthogonal matrixof degree 1 is by itself a Householder matrix. Let k > 1, and assume that thetheorem is true for all orthogonal matrices of degree � k � 1. Let Q be an9



orthogonal matrix of degree k and Q = I � Y SY T with an upper triangularkernel S. The orthogonality condition impliesS = (triu(Y TY; 1) + diag(Y TY )=2)�1:If we partition Y as Y = (y; Y 1), thenS =  s �syTY 1S 1S 1 ! ;and henceQ = I � ysyT + ysyTY 1S 1Y T1 � Y S 1Y T1 = (I � ysyT)(I � Y 1S 1Y T1);where (I � ysyT) is a nontrivial Householder matrix and (I � Y 1S 1Y T1) isan orthogonal matrix of degree k� 1 and can be expressed, by the inductionhypothesis, as a product of exactly k � 1 Householder matrices.Notice how easy it is to determine the representation of Q in terms ofHouseholder matrices from a basis-kernel representation with triangular ker-nel. The Householder vectors are simply the columns of the basis Y , andthe scaling factors are the corresponding diagonal elements of the kernel S.Since the basis-kernel representation with triangular kernel is not unique, therepresentation of an orthogonal matrix as product of Householder matricesis not unique, either.Generalizing the proof of Corollary 6, we note the following result forfactorization and composition of arbitrary orthogonal matrices in basis-kernelrepresentation with (block) triangular kernel.Corollary 7Q1(Y1; S1)Q2(Y2; S2) = I � (Y1; Y2) S1 �S1(Y T1 Y2)S2S2 ! (Y1; Y2)T:Using this formula, one can, for example, quickly assemble random orthogo-nal matrices in a \binary-tree" like fashion from lower-degree random orthog-onal matrices, deriving, in e�ect, a parallel block version of the Householder-oriented approach by Stewart [11]. 10



2.4 Block Orthogonal TransformationsThe following theorem shows that, if there is an orthogonal transforma-tion that transforms an m� k matrix A into a matrix B, k < m, the degreeof Q concerned need not be larger than k.Theorem 8 Let A and B be two m-by-k matrices, k < m. If B = QA forsome orthogonal matrix Q, then Q is either of degree no greater than k orcan be replaced by an orthogonal factor of its own with degree no greater thank.Proof. Let Q = Q(Y; S) be a basis-kernel representation of Q. Suppose thedegree of Q is greater than k. Let Y TA = U  M0 ! be a QR-factorizationof Y TA, with M 2 Rr�r, where r � k is the rank of Y TA. Then Q(Y; S) =Q( �Y ; �S), where �Y = Y U and �S = UTSU . Partitioning �Y = [�Y1; �Y2], where�Y1 is n�r, we then have �Y T2 A = 0. From the proof of Theorem 5, �S = LRLTfor some lower triangular matrix L and upper triangular matrix R. Thus,Q( �Y ; �S) = Q( ~Y ;R) with ~Y = �Y L. If we partition ~Y = ( ~Y1; ~Y2) in the samefashion as �Y and partition R =  R11 R120 R22 ! conformingly, Corollary 7implies Q = Q( ~Y1; R11)Q( ~Y2; R22)and ~Y2TA = 0. We therefore haveB = QA = Q( ~Y1; R11)A;as claimed.Not surprising, when a and b are vectors such that kak2 = kbk2, there isalways an orthogonal matrix Q of degree 1(i.e., a Householder matrix) suchthat b = Qa.In matrix computations, the following elimination problem is fundamen-tal. Given an m � k matrix A, determine an orthogonal matrix Q suchthat QA =  C0 ! ; (15)11



for some k-by-k matrix C. The usual Householder-based approach constructsan orthogonal matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix C in a column-by-column fashion as a product of k Householder vectors. Using the WY repre-sentation, one then can deduce a basis-kernel representation with triangularkernel.Theorem 8 and its proof lead to the following conclusions:� The elimination problem (15) can be solved with an orthogonal matrixof degree at most k.� Finding ways to determine orthogonal matrices directly in terms oftheir basis and kernel (as compared to products of Householder matricesor Givens rotations) seems preferable to arrive at computationally moreadvantageous procedures.� The minimal degree of a solution Q to a transformation problem in ak-dimensional subspace could be even lower that k, which would resultin a lower-rank, and hence computationally less expensive, Q.3 Geometric PropertiesIn the introduction, we reviewed the geometric properties of reectors\active" in one-dimensional or multidimensional subspaces and of rotatorsin two-dimensional subspaces. In Section 2, we showed that the basis-kernelrepresentation is a natural approach for representing, composing, and de-composing orthogonal matrices. This section shows that the basis-kernelrepresentation also makes it easy to understand geometric properties of or-thogonal matrices.3.1 The Basis and Active SubspaceThe following theorem shows how Y de�nes the active space and S spec-i�es the transformation in the active subspace.Theorem 9 1. Qx = x, x 2 R(Y )?.2. For any u 2 R(Y ), there exists one and only one vector b such thatu = Y STb, and Qu = �v, where v = Y Sb.12



Proof. Part 1. For any x such that Qx = x, we have Y SY Tx = 0. Since Yhas full rank, Y SY Tx = 0 if and only if SY Tx = 0. Thus, x 2 R(Y )? if andonly S is nonsingular.Part 2. Since Y is a basis for its own column space and S is nonsingular,any vector u in R(Y ) can be uniquely represented in the form u = Y STb forsome vector b. By the orthogonality condition, we haveQu = (I � Y SY T)Y STb = Y STb� Y (S + ST)b = �Y Sb = �v:Thus, when k < m, the matrixQ has eigenvalues at 1, and the orthogonalcomplement of R(Y ) is the invariant subspace of Q corresponding to itseigenvalues at 1. Further, on R(Y ), vectors u = Y STb and v = Y Sb in R(Y )are images of each other under the mappings Q and Q�1, respectively.With respect to the composition of orthogonal matrices, Corollary 7shows that, if R(Y1) \ R(Y2) = f0g, then A(Q1Q2) = R(Q1) � R(Q1),or degree(Q1Q2) = degree(Q1) + degree(Q2). On the other hand, if Y2 = Y1and S2 = ST1 , then the degree of Q1Q2 = I is zero. In general, we have thefollowing.Corollary 10 Let Q1 and Q2 be two orthogonal matrices. Then,A(Q1Q2) � A(Q1)�A(Q2):3.2 The KernelWhile the basis Y determines the space acted upon by Q, the kernel Sspeci�es the action taken in this subspace.Theorem 11 1) �(Q) = �(�SS�T) [ f1g:2) det(Q) = ( 1; if k is even,�1; otherwise3) Qx = �x) x 2 R(Y ) if and only if S is symmetric.Proof. Part 1. When S is nonsingular, the orthogonality condition can beexpressed as S(Y TY ) = SS�T + I:13



For any vector y 2 R(Y ), there exists a unique vector b such that y = Y b,and Qy = (I � Y SY T)Y b = Y b� Y (SS�T + I)b = �Y SS�Tb: (16)In particular, QY = �Y (SS�T):By Theorem 9, R(Y ) is the invariant subspace of Q corresponding to all ofits eigenvalues not equal to 1. Therefore �(Q) = �(�SS�T) [ f1g.Part 2. We know from Part 1 that det(Q) = det(�SS�T). We then havedet(Q) = (�1)kdet(S)det(S�1) = (�1)k:Part 3. From Part 2 of Theorem 9 and Part 1 of Theorem 11, it remainsto show that Qx = �x for any x 2 R(Y ) implies that S is symmetric. Wesee from (16) that Qx = �x; 8x 2 R(Y );, Y SS�Tb = Y b; 8 b 2 Rk;, SS�T = Iand the symmetry of S follows.Note that the determinant of H does not depend on the symmetry of Hand that S cannot be skew-symmetric.Theorem 11 implies that reectors and symmetric orthogonal matricesare really one and the same.Corollary 12 An orthogonal matrix is a reector i� it is symmetric and notequal to the identity.Theorem 11 also illustrates how Q acts upon the subspace R(Y ). Thematrix (�SS�T ) is the representation of Q in R(Y ) with respect to the basisY , and it has eigenvalues on the unit circle in the complex plane, but notat 1. Let gj be an eigenvector of �SS�T corresponding to its eigenvaluecos(�j) + i sin(�j). Then,Q(Y gj) = Y (�SS�T)gj = (Y gj)(cos(�j) + i sin(�j)):That is, for an arbitrary vector in R(Y ), its components along Y gj are \ro-tated" by �j, respectively. When Q is a block reector, the components are14



rotated uniformly by the same angle �; that is, the sign of vectors in R(Y )is simply ipped.If Q should act as other than a reection on R(Y ), S must be non-symmetric and �SS�T must have truly complex eigenvalues, which exist inconjugate pairs. Taking into account Lemma 14, we then have the followingcorollary,Corollary 13 If Q is nonsymmetric, then its kernel S can be expressed withrespect to properly chosen Y via� SS�T = diag  " cos(�) sin(�)� sin(�) cos(�) # ; B! ; (17)where B = �I or the empty matrix, and � = diag(�j), sin(�j) 6= 0.The �rst diagonal block of (17) can be viewed as a block Givens rotator.Corollary 13 shows that an orthogonal matrix divides its active subspaceinto two subspaces: it acts as a reector in one of them and a rotator in theother. An orthogonal matrix of odd degree always has a nontrivial subspacethat it acts on as a reector.As it turns out, there is a close relationship between SS�T and Y whenY is orthonormal.Lemma 14 Let Q be an orthogonal matrix and Q = I � Y SY T be a regularbasis-kernel representation of Q. The following statements are equivalent:� Y is orthonormal.� I � S is orthogonal.� SS�T is orthogonal.Proof. We have seen from Theorem 1 that if Y is orthonormal, then I � Sis orthogonal. Now suppose that I � S is orthogonal. Then S = I + SS�T .At the same time, the orthogonality condition (9) implies thatS(Y TY ) = I + SS�T:Together, they imply that Y TY = I.Corollary 13 and Lemma 14 allow us to derive a particularly simple canon-ical form for S�1. 15



Theorem 15 For any orthogonal matrix of degree k there exist an orthonor-mal basis Y and a kernel S such thatS�1 = 12 0B@ I I D�D I 1CA ;where D is either zero or a nonsingular diagonal matrix.Proof. Let Q = Q(Y; S), and, invoking Corollary 13, assume that Y isorthonormal and (17) holds. From the proof of Lemma 14, we haveS�1 = (I + SST)�1:The theorem is true for the special case that SST = I with D = 0. Asanother special case consider SST to be a 2-by-2 Givens rotation G(�) withsin(�) 6= 0. We then haveI+G(�) =  1 + cos(�) sin(�)� sin(�) 1 + cos(�) ! = 2 cos(�=2) cos(�=2) sin(�=2)� sin(�=2) cos(�=2) ! ;and since sin(�) = 2 sin(�=2) cos(�=2) 6= 0,(I +G(�))�1 =  1 � cot(�=2)cot(�=2) 1 ! :The claim of the theorem in general easily follows from (17).4 The Generalized Cayley RepresentationFor any skew-symmetric matrix B, the matrices(I +B)(I �B)�1 and (I +B)(B � I)�1 (18)are orthogonal. The former does not have eigenvalue at �1, and the latterdoes not have eigenvalue at 1. Conversely, an orthogonal matrix Q can berepresented in one of the above forms with some skew-symmetric matrix Bas long as Q does not have eigenvalues at both 1 and �1. Representation(18) is known as the Cayley representation [5] or the Cayley transform of B.16



Note that the Cayley representation does not include symmetric orthogo-nal matrices except I and �I, nor does it include the nonsymmetric matricesthat have both a nontrivial \inactive" subspace and a nontrivial \active" re-ection subspace. We can, however, generalize this representation to coverall orthogonal matrices, by combining the traditional Cayley representationand our basis-kernel representation.Theorem 16 Let Y be an orthonormal matrix with k columns. Then Q isan orthogonal matrix with active subspace R(Y ) if and only ifQ = I � Y (I � (B + I)(B � I)�1)Y T (19)for some skew symmetric matrix B. Moreover, Q is symmetric i� B = 0.Proof. It can be checked directly that, for a skew-symmetric matrix B, Qof (19) is orthogonal. On the other hand, if Q is an orthogonal matrix withactive subspace R(Y ), then Q can be represented as Q = I�Y SY T for someS that satis�es the equation I = Y TY = S�1 + S�T. Thus, B = I � 2S�1 isskew-symmetric and S = I + SS�T = I � (B+ I)(B� I)�1. The orthogonalmatrix Q is symmetric i� S = 2I and i� B = 0.Note that, for the special case that Q has full degree (i.e., no eigenvalueat 1), the generalized Cayley representation (19) becomes the traditional onewhen one chooses Y = I.Theorem 16 implies that, given a subspace Y of dimension k, we havek(k�1)=2 degrees of freedom in choosing a nonsymmetric orthogonal matrixso that A(Q) = Y, but there is only one symmetric orthogonal matrix whoseactive subspace is Y.5 ConclusionsThis paper introduced the basis-kernel representation Q = I � Y SY Tof an orthogonal matrix. We showed that any orthogonal matrix can berepresented in this form, in particular with a triangular kernel, and showedthe relation to the familiar representation of orthogonal matrices as productsof Householder matrices.We also showed how the basis Y determines the subspace that Q acts on ina nontrivial fashion, and how the kernel S determines the action taken on thissubspace. This led to a particularly simple representation of �SST and S�117
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